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- indicating that the combination of them is advisable in most instances,

- But this depends on the purpose and level of analysis
Levels of analysis

- Countries
- Institutions or Organizations
- Departments
- Research Groups
- Individuals
An example of **discussion and disagreement**

“Empirical evidence shows that for the natural and formal sciences, the bibliometric methodology is **by far preferable to peer-review**. Setting up national databases of publications by individual authors, derived from Web of Science or Scopus databases, would allow **much better, cheaper and more frequent national research assessments.**”
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“Bibliometrics are not independent of peer review assessment. The correlation between peer assessment and bibliometric indicators is significant but not perfect. Peer review should be integrated with bibliometric indicators in national assessment exercises.”
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5. **Peer review versus bibliometrics in overall funding models for universities**
"The dual funding system"
(A simplified model excluding international sources, etc.)

Government

Research Councils
Projects and Programmes
Competition
Research Evaluation

Direct grants
Historical, Political
Strategic
**Performance based**

Higher Education Institutions
Same aims, methods, and effects?

Government

Research Councils
Projects and Programmes
Competition
Research Evaluation

Direct grants
Historical, Political
Strategic
Performance based

Higher Education Institutions